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The biography page of The Nadmi Auchi Foundation website boasts an ex-political 

prisoner who defied the odds and escaped Saddam Hussein’s Iraq to build himself a 

multi-billion dollar empire. Baghdad-born in 1937, Auchi is now the founder and 

chairman of General Mediterranean Holding (GMH), a diverse conglomerate of 120 

companies ranging between finance, real estate, pharmaceuticals, IT and aviation with 

offices on every continent, boasting a consolidated net worth exceeding 2 billion US 

dollars.  

Now one of Britain’s richest men, Auchi’s rags to riches story boasts a man who pulled 

himself up by his bootstraps, rather than the jet-fueled reality of his ascent into the inner 

sanctum of the world’s most powerful. The foundation of this road to prosperity was laid 

well before his escape from Baghdad at age 42, Auchi’s involvement in Iraqi politics since 

he was a teenager granted him the corporate intelligence necessary to acquire 

mind-bogglingly lucrative contracts.  

Prior to his flee from Baghdad’s Baathist regime in 1979, Auchi played a role in building 

Hussein’s Iraq, joining the Baathist party in 1955 when he was 18-years-old. By 1958, the 

party only held 300 members, and Auchi was one of the few members early on in the 

party’s formation. When Auchi was 22, he was arrested by the Iraqi People’s Court for his 

participation in the attempted assassination of Prime Minister Abdul Karim Quassim, a 

project led by Saddam Hussein. Auchi was convicted for 3 years of “rigorous 

imprisonment” according to documents released by the US Foreign Service. Hussein was 

able to escape into Syria to avoid prosecution.  
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Auchi’s personal biography attempts to distance himself from the growing Baathist 

regime by claiming he joined the United Socialist Movement in 1961- a party that had 

merged with the Baath party eight years prior in 1953. As the Baathist regime was 

gaining political power despite the botched assassination attempt, Auchi was able to be 

released a year early and was placed into the procurement department of Iraq’s Oil 

Ministry, a highly lucrative office in new Iraq’s burgeoning autonomous government. By 

1968 Auchi was the Director of Planning and Development in the Oil Ministry, granting 

him access to powerful political networks that stretched as far as London and 

Washington D.C. Four years later, Auchi left to fulfill business ambitions, nurturing an oil 

empire that would eventually make him one of the most powerful men in the world.  

Auchi’s stellar career in London represents a global network of friends and contacts in 

the intertwined worlds of international finance and politics. Still no stranger to scandal 

since he left, Auchi has filled his board at GMH with men of politics, not business. Though 

many allegations have been made of cronyism over the last few decades, Auchi’s 

proximity to high offices has always been able to protect him since he was living in Iraq to 

his meteoric rise as a business mogul in London. Auchi’s political history has also been 

able to protect politicians that sit on GMH’s board and profit nicely from Auchi’s 

presumed innocence; a win-win venture of lucrative reciprocity, strengthened by a dismal 

sense of mutually assured destruction. Among this roster are Sir Anthony Jolliffe, the 

Former Lord Mayor of London, Abdul Hadi Al-Majali, the Speaker of the Jordanian 

Parliament, Jacques Santer, a member of European Parliament, the Former Prime 

Minister of Luxembourg & Head of The European Commission,  The right Hon Lord Steel 

of Aikwood, Former Leader of the Liberal Democrat Party and Former Speaker of the 

Scottish Parliament and Senator Marc Verwilghen, the Vice-President of the Belgian 

Senate.  

Why a multi-billion dollar corporation chooses leadership with virtually no business 

experience reflects larger issues of a tightening relationship between corporations and 

politics. Choosing board members based on their political resumes signals new political 

cognition of “conflict of interests;” politicians increasingly see multinational corporations 

as a vehicle of covert foreign policy- as well as a source of off-the-book funds to keep 

friends close and enemies happy.  
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In 1979 when Iranians overthrew the West- backed puppet Shah, Britain and other allies 

lost lucrative oil fields that they had seized and managed to hold onto since colonial 

times. Rightfully Iranian, these fields were responsible for 90% of Iran’s GDP, with oil sold 

to the west at a discount rate and the Shah's family was the foremost beneficiary of the 

income generated by oil, and the line between state earnings and family earnings 

blurred. By 1976, the shah had accumulated upward of one billion dollars from oil 

revenue; his family—including sixty-three princes and princesses—had accumulated 

between five and twenty billion dollars; and the family foundation controlled 

approximately three billion dollars. As 90% of the GDP was funneled into one family, 

inflation and the economy quickly spiralled out of control and strikes broke out 

nationwide. After the revolution the oil fields and refineries became nationalized, and the 

West lost its discounted fuel. One year later, when the first Gulf War broke out between 

Iran and Iraq, Auchi was accused of brokering the sale of ten Italian warships to President 

Saddam Hussein’s Iraq in 1980- a billion dollar deal Auchi vehemently denies. Weakening 

the new Iranian government by supporting their enemies served the best interests of the 

West, and an avenue was found for political interests through business means.  

In 1993 when the war’s violence weakened supply lines, the West was unable to ignore 

the human rights atrocities committed by the Baathist regime, as chemical weapons 

were being dropped on their own citizens, and genocide was actively sponsored by the 

Iraqi government. While the West condemned Hussein’s lack of moral consciousness, 

behind the scenes Auchi received millions of dollars for securing a deal for an oil pipeline 

between Iraq and Saudi Arabia for a state-owned Franco-Italian coalition. As the oil 

money was paid to the Iraq government, the West was effectively decrying the human 

rights abuses of Hussein while literally sponsoring them at the same time.  

Auchi holds a high reputation internationally, glittered with many awards and pampered 

by a fat checkbook and an even fatter resume. As a political weapon, he facilitates 

under-the-table foreign policy objectives, that allow politicians to achieve unpopular, 

self-serving, or down-right illegal measures, wrapped in the guise of business-as-usual. 

Auchi’s biggest life achievement is not his portfolio or his philanthropic efforts,  but his 

contribution to the marriage between corporation and politics, creating a standard of 

behaviour where multinationals can become the arm of a policy of harmful intentions, 
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and act as a source of permanent off-the-book funding to keep the croniest of politicians 

in power.  
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